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Evangelicals bank

Multiple Choice

Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____ 1. Evangelicals would most support which statement

A. “The Bible tells the whole story.”

B. “Religious hierarchy is unnecessary”

C. “people need churches to help them to heaven”

D. “faith is necessary to understanding the Bible””

____ 2. In paragraph 1 of the 2nd essay, ‘estranged’ could be replaced with all of the following except _____ and not 

change the meaning

A. apart

B. separate

C. unwelcomed (by)

D. disjoined

____ 3. Paragraph 2 describes Evangelicals as a ‘nominal category.’  Another nominal category, as it’s used here 

would be:

A. Roman Catholics

B. Packers fans

C. “Alpha-moms”

D. Registered Nurses

____ 4. Paragraph 3 highlights evangelicals’struggles

A. to both remain apart and to join modern society

B. to try to ‘fit in’ in modern society

C. to try get their message out

D. to influence elections

____ 5. The author indicates that Evangelicals would most likely participate in which new endeavor?

A. Internet church

B. Travelling preachers

C. Radio and TV religious braodcasts

D. Outdoor worship

____ 6. Paragraph 11 suggests that evangelicals would most likely. . .

A. Coach high school sports

B. run for office

C. encourage careers for women

D. run a church soup kitchen

____ 7. Which issue would most likely be a high priority for evangelicals?

A. lowering taxes

B. strict interpretation of the Constitution

C. abstinence-only education in schools

D. drugs and crime
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____ 8. Which issue would most likely be a high priority for evangelicals?

A. reducing government waste

B. gun control

C. the economy

D. marriage being limited to 1 man and 1 woman

____ 9. Alan Wolfe would most likely say that evangelicals could best be summaraized as

A. in the world but not of the world

B. having traditional values, but a modern approach to religion

C. out of touch with society

D. important to politics
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Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

 1. ANS: B

Feedback

A check the first sentence, by saying what is important, they imply what ISN’T

B

C check the first sentence, by saying what is important, they imply what ISN’T

D check the first sentence, by saying what is important, they imply what ISN’T

PTS: 1

 2. ANS: C

Feedback

A this is a synonyn for estranged as it’s used

B this is a synonyn for estranged as it’s used

C

D this is a synonyn for estranged as it’s used

PTS: 1

 3. ANS: C

Feedback

A tough question, read the last sentence of the paragraph to get a sense of what a nominal 

category is

B tough question, read the last sentence of the paragraph to get a sense of what a nominal 

category is

C

D tough question, read the last sentence of the paragraph to get a sense of what a nominal 

category is

PTS: 1

 4. ANS: A

Feedback

A

B this is a specific detail question, the answer is strongly implied in the last sentence

C this is a specific detail question, the answer is strongly implied in the last sentence

D this is a specific detail question, the answer is strongly implied in the last sentence

PTS: 1
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 5. ANS: A

Feedback

A

B this is a specific detail question, this choice already exists 

C this is a specific detail question, this choice already exists 

D this is a specific detail question, this choice already exists 

PTS: 1

 6. ANS: D

Feedback

A this is paid

B too political

C not mentioned in reading

D

PTS: 1

 7. ANS: C

Feedback

A re-read paragraph 14

B re-read paragraph 14

C

D re-read paragraph 14

PTS: 1

 8. ANS: D

Feedback

A re-read paragraph 14

B re-read paragraph 14

C re-read paragraph 14

D

PTS: 1

 9. ANS: B PTS: 1


